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Abstract
Background: The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) is one of the common clinical tests to assess rehabilitation progress and
needs in individuals with lower-limb amputation (iLLAs). However, the analysis of this test is mostly limited to the distance
parameter. The first aim was to investigate effort intensity and spatiotemporal parameters of 6MWT in iLLAs using inertial
measurement units (IMUs) and heart rate (HR) monitor, and second, to assess physical, physiological, and pain-related
aspects of fatigue over 6MWT.
Methods: Eleven unilateral iLLAs (57.91+15.63 years old) participated in this study. To evaluate HR and spatiotemporal
parameters over 6MWT, data were classified using 6 intervals of 1 minute each (I1-I6). The pain level of participants was
estimated using the visual analog scale (VAS).
Results: Our results showed that the means of normalized HR gradually increased over 6MWT (I1: 61.59+10.73 HRmax%,
I6: 70.15+12.26 HRmax%, P¼ .003). Variability of HR during the first interval of 6MWT was higher than the others (P < .05).
The stance ratio of the gait cycle increased over 6MWT (P < .05). Cadence and speed decreased over 6MWT (P < .05). VAS
score after 6MWT was significantly higher than before 6MWT (P ¼ .016).
Conclusion: In this preliminary study, effort intensity over 6MWT gradually increased because of enhancement of HR.
Deterioration of speed and cadence and enhancement of stance ratio over 6MWT imply potential physical aspects of fatigue
and instability.
Level of Evidence: Level III, retrospective comparative study.
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Introduction

Worldwide prevalence of individuals with lower limb ampu-

tation (iLLAs) is rising because of the increasing rate of

dysvascular-related disease such as diabetes.14 Immobility,

different aspects of fatigue during walking, and other activ-

ities of daily living due to amputation decreased the quality

of life among iLLAs.1,4,29,33

Fatigue has been defined as a decrease in capacity for

physical and/or mental activity due to an imbalance in the

availability, utilization, and/or restoration of resources.1 It

includes physical, psychological and pain-related aspects

caused by acute and/or chronic weakness, illness, treatment

or repetitive tasks.1,2 Fatigue can extensively affect biologi-

cal functions and decrease their desired capacity.9,12 For

instance, alteration of neuromuscular process and variability

of motor output due to fatigue have a destructive effect on

movement performance.6 Alteration of coordination may

predispose individuals to poor walking stability and increase

fall risk especially in iLLAs owing to the loss of
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plantarflexors and dorsiflexors, which cannot be compen-

sated by prostheses.21,29,34

Walking is one of the basic tasks in daily movement,

exercise, and physical therapy that requires cardiovascular

endurance, muscular strength, coordination, as well as

training to familiarize with a new prosthesis.10,33 Clinicians

often evaluate walking performance using various func-

tional tests, such as Timed Up & Go, 2- and 6-minute walk

test to preserve mobility, improve independence, and

decrease the extensive number of risks and medica-

tions.19,26 The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) has achieved

extensive acceptance in different clinical and research set-

tings and populations such as iLLAs owing to its advan-

tages, including daily life activities relevance, as well as

submaximal, safe, simple, and reproducible alternative to

cardiopulmonary exercise test.5,19,20 The 6MWT analysis

in previous studies was mostly limited to the evaluation of

distance.5,19,26

Body-worn, lightweight, and inexpensive inertial mea-

surement units (IMUs) overcome the traditional motion

capture limitations in various environments and allow clin-

icians to monitor alteration of clinical walking test.7,15

Combined with IMUs, telemetric heart rate (HR) monitor-

ing could provide useful information about physiological

adaptation and intensity of effort in a laboratory-free set-

ting.16,18,28 Hence, using IMUs and HR monitor along with

6MWT efficiently can improve the quality of clinical anal-

yses.3,15 Moreover, evaluation of variability (ie, standard

deviation [SD]) of spatiotemporal parameters and HR over

6MWT can demonstrate physical and physiological fati-

gue.3,6 Among gait spatiotemporal parameters, speed and

cadence are robust clinometric parameters that represent

gait intensity.7,11,31 The prolonged stance phase of the gait

cycle has been associated with instabilities.24 Therefore,

applying IMUs during 6MWT allow physical therapists

to quickly and efficiently quantify these spatiotemporal

parameters to assess how and why functional performance

of gait is impaired.3,13,22

Visual analog scale (VAS) assessment before and after

6MWT can represent pain-related fatigue,1,3 enabling clin-

icians to identify and follow up the source of fatigue among

iLLAs that can disrupt their balance and increase the like-

lihood of fall.34 To our knowledge, no study analyzed eva-

luation of fatigue over a clinical walking test among iLLAs.

Accordingly, the objectives of this study were 2-fold:

first, to investigate intensity and spatiotemporal (ie, cadence,

speed, stance ratio) parameters of 6MWT in iLLAs using

IMUs and HR monitor; and second, to assess the physical,

physiological, and pain-related aspects of fatigue over the

duration of the 6MWT. We hypothesized that (1) the inten-

sity of 6MWT would gradually increase, considering the

duration of this test; (2) HR variability would increase as a

result of fatigue; (3) spatiotemporal parameters would dete-

riorate over the 6MWT as well as get increasingly variable

as a result of fatigue.

Material and Methods

Participants

We recruited 11 unilateral iLLAs (5 females, 6 males) in the

Physical Impairment Rehabilitation Institute (IRDPQ, Que-

bec City, Quebec, Canada) after 6-week rehabilitation dis-

charge in accordance with the criteria defined by Beausoleil

and colleagues.3 Participants who had cardiorespiratory prob-

lems and neuromuscular and/or musculoskeletal disease were

excluded from this study. Prosthetic inclusion criteria for the

physiotherapists’ team at rehabilitation discharge includes

comfortable fit, suspension in transfers, and weightbearing. All

the participants signed the informed consent form approved by

the ethical committee.

Task and Procedure

The HR of iLLAs over 6MWT was monitored in the clin-

ical setting of the IRDPQ using Polar RS800CX (1000 Hz;

Kempele, Finland). The HR connector was attached to the

strap after the electrode was humidified. The strap was

then tied onto the iLLA’s chest, just below the chest mus-

cles, transmitting data to a watch on the wrist of the par-

ticipants. Additionally, spatiotemporal parameters (ie,

cadence, speed, and stance ratio) were collected during

6MWT by 2 validated IMUs (Physilog 4, Lausanne, Swit-

zerland, 200 Hz) that were placed on top of each shoe.

Pain level among our participants was estimated using a

visual analog scale (VAS, range: 0-10 cm) before and after

the 6MWT.

Data Analysis

The Polar ProTrainer (version 5, NY, USA), RTK Physilog 4

(version 1.1.1; Lausanne, Switzerland), and Matlab 2018a

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) software were used for HR and

spatiotemporal data extraction and analysis, respectively. The

HR and spatiotemporal parameters data were classified into

6 intervals of 1 minute (I1 to I6). Mean and variability (SD)

of each interval was computed. The HR was normalized using

the age-predicted maximal heart rates (HRmax¼ 220 – age) to

represent the intensity of workload.19,28

Statistical Analysis

Two nonparametric repeated measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA) (nparLD) test with Bonferroni corrections were

used to analyze the mean and variability of HR performance

and spatiotemporal parameters over 6MWT using

R statistical software (version 3.6.2; R Foundation for Sta-

tistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), separately.23 This

ANOVA-type statistic controls the Type I error rate even

for small sample size and is insensitive to outliers.23 Instead,

to calculate sums of squares, the nparLD ANOVA works

with the probability to be “higher than.” Data related to each

condition are then compared to the whole data set. The
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relative treatment effect (RTE) or effect size is this adjusted

probability for each condition. Probabilities are adjusted

for different group/condition sample sizes. Consequently,

RTEs vary between zero and one, with 0.5 as the null

hypothesis value. RTEs are proportional to Cohen d when

2 measures are compared. Above 0.5, RTEs are defined as

small, medium, and large when their values exceed, respec-

tively, 0.56, 0.64, and 0.71.32

The independent variable of the repeated measure was the

interval (I1-I6) for the HR data. Indeed, intervals (I1-I6) and

the legs (amputated leg [AL], non-amputated leg [nAL])

were 2 independent variables for spatiotemporal variables.

For all ANOVAs, the nonparametric Wilcoxon tests, using

SPSS 24, were calculated for post hoc analysis when a global

effect was detected. A significant difference was set at a P

level <.05.

Results

Characteristics of participants, amputation level, duration of

rehabilitation, HRmax, VAS score, distance of 6MWT, and

etiology of amputation are displayed in Table 1. The mean

age (+SD) of our participants was 57.91 + 15.63 years. The

mean distance of 6MWT in iLLAs was 321.93 + 128.04 m.

The etiology of amputation was in the following order: vas-

cular (8/11), traumatic (2/11), and tumor (1/11) (Table 1).

Mean and variability of normalized HR are presented in

Table 2. The main effect of “interval” for mean and varia-

bility of normalized HR were significant (P < .001,

P ¼ .004). Our results showed that the mean of normalized

HR gradually increased over 6MWT (I1: 61.59 + 10.73

HRmax%, I6: 70.15 + 12.26 HRmax%) (Table 2) as well as

their effect size (Figure 1A). All the post hoc pairwise tests

for mean of normalized HR were significant (P < .05).

Variability of HR during the first interval of the 6MWT was

significantly higher than I2, I3, I4, and I5 (P < .01). Effect

size of HR variability at I1 was large (RTE ¼ 0.74)

(Figure 1B).

The main effect of “interval” was significant on cadence

(P ¼ .011), speed (P ¼ .047), and stance ratio during 6MWT

(P ¼ .005). Interval post hoc showed mean of cadence in

I1 (AL: 100.16 + 20.18; nAL: 103.07 + 18.7 steps/min) and

I2 (AL: 99.39+20.41; nAL: 101.88+19.44 steps/min) were

higher than I3 (AL: 97.65+ 21.29; nAL: 99.99+ 20.86 steps/

min), I4 (AL: 97.31+ 21.10; nAL: 99.65+ 20.38 steps/min),

I5 (AL: 97.09 + 20.79; nAL: 99.00 + 20.40 steps/min), and

I6 (AL: 96.76+ 21.93; nAL: 98.63+ 21.32 steps/min) during

6MWT (P < .05). Effect size of cadence in 6 intervals in both

sides are illustrated in Figure 2A. Our findings also demon-

strated that walking speed over 6MWT slowly decreased.

Mean of speed in I1 (0.99 + 0.36 m/s) were 1.04, 1.04, 1.05,

and 1.06 times higher than I3, I4, I5, and I6 in the AL,

Table 1. Subjects’ Characteristics, Days of Rehabilitation, Etiology of Amputation, and Pain Level.

ID Sex
AMP
Level

Age,
y BMI

Days of
Rehab.

HRmax

(bpm)a
VAS, Before

(/10)
VAS, After

(/10)
Distance Over

6MWT Etiology

AMP001 F TT 45 23.04 216 175 5.0 7.2 542.6 Traumatic
AMP002 M TT 51 N/A 122 169 0.0 0.0 336.6 Vascular
AMP008 F TT 68 N/A 121 152 N/A N/A 234.6 Vascular
AMP009 M TT 76 20.89 196 144 0.0 0.0 211.2 Vascular
AMP010 M TT 80 N/A 87 140 0.0 8.0 322.5 Vascular
AMP011 F TF 55 38.64 122 165 0.0 2.5 130.5 Vascular
AMP014 M TT 57 21.14 145 163 0.0 0.0 423.6 Vascular
AMP015 M TF 73 25.73 108 147 0.0 5.8 185.4 Vascular
AMP016 M TT 62 26.68 122 158 0.0 3.0 276.1 Vascular
AMP017 F TF 33 19.26 184 187 0.5 3.0 438.3 Tumor
AMP021 F TF 37 21.21 315 183 0.0 0.0 439.8 Traumatic
Mean + SD 5 F,

6 M
4 TF,
7 TT

57.91
+

15.63

24.57
+

6.22

158.23
+

65.65

162.09
+

15.63

0.55
+

1.57

2.95
+

3.10

321.93
+

128.04

1 tumor, 2 traumatic,
8 vascular

Abbreviations: 6MWT, 6-minute walk test; bpm, beats per minute; F, female; HR, heart rate; M, male; TF, transfemoral; TT, transtibial; VAS, visual analog
scale.
aAge-predicted maximal heart rate.

Table 2. Mean and SD of Normalized HR Over 6 Intervals of the 6MWT.

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6

HR Mean (HRmax%) 61.59 + 10.73 64.36 + 9.73 65.78 + 10.54 67.46 + 11.20 69.03 + 11.73 70.15 + 12.26
HR SD (HRmax%) 3.04 + 2.38 1.25 + .22 1.21 + .55 1.25 + .49 1.15 + .60 2.06 + 2.80

Abbreviations: 6MWT, 6-minute walk test; HR, heart rate.
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respectively (P < .05). Walking speed in I1 and I2

(1.06 + 0.36 m/s) were higher than I3 (1.01 + 0.37 m/s), I4

(1.00 + 0.36 m/s), I5 (0.99 + 0.37 m/s), and I6

(0.99 + 0.39 m/s) in nAL (P < .03) (Figure 2B).

Additionally, stance ratio of the gait cycle gradually

increased over 6MWT in AL and nAL. Mean of stance ratio

in I5 (62.98 + 2.92 gait cycle%) and I6 (63.39 + 3.27 gait

cycle%) were significantly longer than I1, I2, I3, and I4

(61.99 + 3.35, 62.17 + 3.47, 62.39 + 3.28, 62.66 + 3.22

gait cycle%) in AL. Likewise, stance ratio in I5

(64.40 + 4.08 gait cycle%) and I4 (64.20 + 3.66 gait

cycle%) were longer than I1 (63.33 + 2.63 gait cycle%)

Figure 1. Relative treatment effect of mean and SD of normalized heart rate over 6 intervals of the 6-minute walk test (6MWT).

Figure 2. Relative treatment effect of selected spatiotemporal parameters over the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) in both legs.
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and I2 (63.59 + 3.15 gait cycle%) in nAL, respectively

(P ¼ .042) (Figure 1C). There was not any significant

difference for the main effect of “leg” and interaction of

interval by leg for mean of selected spatiotemporal para-

meters. Indeed, variability of cadence, speed, and stance

ratio over 6MWT and between 2 legs were almost similar.

There was one technical error, where an IMU placed on

the nAL did not work for 1 participant.

Discussion

Knowing there is a lack of information regarding intensity

and variability of HR and spatiotemporal parameters in

iLLAs during common walking test (ie, 6MWT) among

iLLAs, we aimed to evaluate intensity and spatiotemporal

parameters over 6MWT using HR monitor and IMUs in

iLLAs as well as investigate physical, physiological, and

pain-related aspects of fatigue during this clinical test.

The travelled distance over 6MWT was 321.93+ 128.04 m

among our participants. The average distance of the 6MWT

in Lin and colleagues’ study19 was 544.6 + 64.5 m. This

difference might be due to the cause of amputation in their

participants, which was mostly (9/13) traumatic, whereas

the main cause of amputation in our study was vascular

(72%). Raya and colleagues25 and Shields and colleagues29

reported that vascular amputees have poorer ambulatory,

general functioning, and well-being because of a longer

duration of amputation. Cahalin and colleagues reported

that 6MWT distance can predict oxygen uptake and

short-term event-free survival among patients with heart

failure.5 Their results showed that a distance of 6MWT

inferior to 300 m increased the likelihood of death within

6 months. Our participants did not have any cardiovascular

disease, but 5 of them walked less than 300 m, which may be

due to pain-related fatigue (based on VAS scores). More-

over, the distance covered in 6MWT of 7 iLLAs in this study

was less than the typical community ambulation require-

ments (eg, going to the supermarket) in a large city

(342 m).27 By finding and decreasing the source of fatigue,

clinicians would be able to increase daily activity among

iLLAs.

Intensity of activity in first (I1: 61.59 + 10.73 HRmax%)

and second (I2: 64.36 + 9.73 HRmax%) intervals of 6MWT

was of low to moderate range (50-65 HRmax%) in

iLLAs.10,33 The intensity of the last 4 intervals of 6MWT

was in the range of moderate to high (65-85 HRmax%)

among our participants (Table 2).10,33 This finding con-

firmed our first hypothesis about the gradual HR increase

over the 6MWT. This rapid increase in HR during 6MWT

might be due to stress, induced by pain, and/or duration of

the test.1 Although Beausoleil et al3 did not normalize HR

data in iLLAs, the increase of HR over the 6MWT was in

agreement with our finding.

Our results showed that HR variability in the first interval

(I1) of the 6MWT, with a large effect size (RTE¼ 0.74), was

higher than in the other intervals (Table 2, Figure 1B).

Therefore, our second hypothesis about increased HR varia-

bility was rejected. High HR variability at the first interval of

6MWT could be due to a “white coat effect”17—defined as

the anxiety associated with clinic visit that affects several

physiological processes of the human body, such as

increased blood pressure, increased muscle tension, and

changes in HR and HR variability.30 Diminished HR varia-

bility after the first interval (I1) of 6MWT might reflect

reduction of the mental stress of clinic visit.

Our results showed that the number of steps per minute

(cadence), walking speed, and their effect size (RTE) over

6MWT decreased in iLLAs (Figure 2A, B). Consequently,

the stance ratio and its effect size (RTE) increased during

6MWT (Figure 2C). Intensity of walking during the first

interval (I1) of 6MWT was moderate based on cadence

(100 steps/min) that continuously diminished until the end

of the 6MWT.31 However, normalized HR as an indicator of

workload over this test increased in iLLAs.10,16,33 Therefore,

our third hypothesis about deterioration of spatiotemporal

parameters over 6MWT was confirmed and might be due

to the negative effect of physiological and pain-related fati-

gue on physical performance. Our finding was in agreement

with the study of Devan and colleagues8 that reported fati-

gue, both mental and physical, affected the “uneven move-

ments” in iLLAs and might alter the mechanical loading of

the spine during functional activities and contribute to the

ongoing low back pain. Variability of cadence, speed, and

stance ratio during the 6MWT were almost similar and could

indicate that fatigue did not change stability of walking in

iLLAs during this test. This finding was in disagreement

with Wong and colleagues34 and might be due to the shorter

duration of 6MWT in our study in comparison with that of

the 30-minute walking test.

Limitations of this study were the small sample size

and the heterogeneity of both level and cause of amputa-

tion that could limit the generalization of our result. How-

ever, we are confident that this preliminary study provides

practical insight for clinicians to apply lightweight and

user-friendly IMUs and HR monitor to precisely analyze

fatigue and movement strategy during the walking test

among iLLAs.

Conclusion

Use of IMUs and HR monitoring provides more details for

clinical walking tests in iLLAs to analyze the various

aspects of fatigue during walking performance in order to

preserve mobility and independence as a main goal of

rehabilitation.

Variability of HR at the first minute of 6MWT was higher

than during the rest of the test and reflects the high level of

stress at the test or initial startup stress response. Workload

gradually increased over 6MWT in iLLAs. However, inten-

sity of activity based on cadence and speed decreased, which

could be due to physiological or pain-related fatigue.

Younesian et al 5
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